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Thank you for purchasing the AMW-TC200 Talking Bathroom Scale.
With normal care and proper treatment, it will provide you with years of
reliable service. Please read all operating instructions carefully before
using the scale.

• Avoid any exposure to extreme heat or cold. Your scale will work

better when operating in normal room temperature. Allways allow the
scale to acclimate to normal room temperature for at least an hour
before use.

• Give the scale sufficient warm up time before use. Usually 30 to 60
seconds to give the internal components time to stablize.

• Keep your scale in a clean environment. Dust, dirt, moisture, vibra-

tion, air currents, or a close proximity to other electronic equipment can
cause an adverse effect on the reliability and accuracy of your scale.

• Handle with care. Gently apply all items to be weighed onto the

weighing surface. Although this scale is designed to be quite durable,
avoid rough treatment as this may permanently damage the internal
sensor.

• Do not shake, drop, or otherwise shock the scale. This is a precision
instrument and must be handled with extreme care.

• Only operate the scale on a stable, vibration free surface.
• Always store in a dry place to avoid moisture accumulation on
internal components.
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1. LCD Display
2. CLOCK button
3. ALARM button
4. UP button
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5. Tempered Glass
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Bottom

6. Scale foot
7. AAA Battery Compartment
8. Speaker

I. Setup
Remove the main unit from the package. Insert four AAA
batteries (included) into the AAA battery compartment (see
above). You can now set the clock as follows:
1. Press and hold the CLOCK button for 2 seconds. The hour
digit will begin to flash. You can increase the hour digit by
pressing the UP button. Holding the UP button will change
digits faster.
2. Press the CLOCK button again to set up the minutes. The
minutes digit will flash. Use the UP key to increase the minutes.
Press CLOCK when finished to return to normal clock mode.
3. If the CLOCK key is pressed and no other key is pressed
within 20 seconds, the scale will return to clock mode.

II. Weighing
1. The scale is ready to weigh at any time.
3. Step onto the scale and wait for readout to stabilize.
4. The weight will be displayed on the LCD (If talking function is
enabled the scale will speak the weight)
5. After 7 seconds, the scale will return to clock mode
III. Mode Selection (See prev. page for button locations)
1. In weighing mode, press the UP button to change between
KG (metric) or LB (imperial).
2. In weighing mode, press the ALARM button to turn the
talking function on or off. ( means talking mode is on)
IV. Alarm Setup
1. In clock mode, press and hold the ALARM button for 2 seconds. The hour digit will begin to flash. You can increase the
hour digit by pressing the UP button. Holding the UP button will
change digits faster.
2. Press the ALARM button again to set up the minutes. The
minutes digit will flash. Use the UP key to increase the minutes. Press ALARM when finished to return to normal clock
mode. (
means the alarm is on)
3. If the ALARM key is pressed and no other key is pressed
within 20 seconds, the scale will return to clock mode.
V. Specifications
Capacity:
440lb ; 200kg
Graduation:
0.2lb; 0.1kg
Units:
pounds (lb) ; kilograms (kg)
Display:
4 digits 1” in height

